GET PRODUCTS TO MARKET FAST!
Practices That Boost Team Performance
and Reduce Cycle Time by 50%
With

Dr. Steven B. Wolff
featured programs
When you want to succeed over your
competition, there are four things that
you need to do:
Reduce time to market
Attract and retain top talent
Generate innovative ideas that
disrupt the status quo and increase
customer satisfaction
Eliminate endless firefighting and
political inﬁghting
Dr. Steven B. Wolff is the Team Emotional
Intelligence Expert who will transform
your teams into highly collaborative
powerhouses that will help position
your organization as the market leader.
He’ll help you understand how to
overcome the team dynamics that slow
your speed to market and adjust the
internal culture your teams work with
every day… so productivity doubles and
cycle time is cut in half. And what’s more
– your organization’s culture will foster
innovation as well as attract and retain
the top talent in your ﬁeld.

Leading For Speed In The
Digital Age.
As our world shifts from the Industrial Age
to the Digital Age, this program will help
you use speed as your critical competitive
advantage. Your audience will discover:
The shifts in Leadership practices
and mindsets critical to success in
the Digital Age.
The elements of success in creating
momentum and speed to market for
all of your projects.
How to set individuals free and
remove obstacles in the way
of progress.
How to create an engaging culture
that can attract and retain the
best talent.

Superteams for the Digital Age:
Team Emotional Intelligence on Steroids
Inspired Teams™ rely on detailed team emotional intelligence data to work faster, collaborate
better, and communicate without friction. It’s a recipe for speed and innovation that will
transform your ability to produce. Your audience will discover:
How seeing your team as a system gives you different, and more effective, leverage points
for changing behavior and team performance.
How to use emotion to create an Inspired Team culture that:
Opens the team to new possibilities so it can create breakthroughs
Accesses the full capability of all team members
Creates a commitment to results and eliminates waste
Supports authentic conversations and continuous improvement

Creating Breakthrough Performance
This program is designed to show you how to go beyond the day-to-day high performance that
you expect… and to achieve significantly improved outcomes. Your audience will discover:
A change in mindset along with an understanding of how conversations create reality and
set the stage for creating breakthroughs.
How to leverage Inspired Teams™ as a way to create a culture that facilitates the
breakthrough practices.
A real-life example of how breakthrough performance led Steven’s team to deliver
products ahead of the aggressive schedule set… and how you can see these same results
within your organization.

Book Dr. Steven B. Wolff To Help You
Create Innovation Breakthroughs
Email steve@stevenwolff.com or Call 1-781-330-0899

